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tunableWhite – witlichtkwaliteit in perfectie

Niets is zo levendig als wit en natuurlijk licht. 
tunableWhite volgt zijn dynamiek en maakt 
gebruik van zijn emotionele kwaliteit. Wisselende 
luminanties en lichtkleuren zorgen voor 
divergerende stemmingen om aan een grote 
variëteit aan ruimtevereisten te voldoen en 
mensen bij alle activiteiten inlevend te begeleiden. 
Zo brengt tunableWhite het licht tot leven en 
voegt zich als technologiebouwsteen in het 
volledige Zumtobel-concept Active Light.

tunableWhite – perfect white light quality

Nothing is as vivid as white, natural light. 
 tunable White follows its dynamic and makes use 
of its emotional quality. Changing luminances 
and light colours create divergent moods, so that 
a variety of room requirements can be ful lled 
and people can be supported empathetically with 
all activities. Thus, tunableWhite brings light to 
life and  ts into Zumtobel’s overall Active Light 
concept.

Outstanding quality of light
In nitely variable colour temperature from 2,700 K 
to 6,500 K close to Planck’s curve, with consistently 
excellent colour rendering (CRI > 90).

Homogeneous appearance
Constant luminous � ux in all colour temperatures as 
well as perfect colour consistency between systems 
and luminaires (MacAdam, SDCM 3 to 4) thanks to the 
calibration of the driver and LED module.

Convenient dimming
In nitely variable from 1 to 100  %, without colour 
temperature � uctuations. Flicker and noise are sup-
pressed by amplitude modulation.

Easy to use
Time-saving commissioning thanks to calibrated sets, 
control of both DALI channels with just one address 
(DT8) or via basicDIM Wireless.
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  PANOS infinity
 Model: E100 HG with frame | 1:1 scale

PANOS infinity Adjustable
Model: R68 with frame | 1:1 scale
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Leica Camera AG, Leitz-Park, Wetzlar | DE 
Architecture: Gruber Kleine-Kraneburg Architects, Frankfurt am Main | DE  
Lighting solution: PANOS infinity, CLARIS II, LINARIA, ONLITE ARTSIGN
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PANOS infinity R68 PANOS infinity E100

Chris Redfern
Sottsass Associati | Design

 “I don’t think light is just about a quantity of lumen.  
Sometimes light is about the complete sky falling into  
a room or space”.

Built almost 2000 years ago, the Pantheon remains a mystery up  
to this day. Light and architecture form a unity. The only source of 
light is the circular opening at the apex of the cupola. The sun de-
fines time and space through light and colour. It is this balance which  
Chris Redfern wanted to express in the design of PANOS infinity and 
PANOS evolution: light approaching natural daylight. Light with 
pleasant colour temperatures and the option to adjust them to an  
individual’s preference. A luminaire that disappears in architecture.  
It is as small and simple as possible, yet at the same time very  
powerful and efficient. In other words: a luminaire for the future that 
will still be popular and still work perfectly in the future.
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As awarded by The Chicago Athenaeum: 
Museum of Architecture and Design.

PANOS infinity E150 PANOS infinity E200

PANTHEON, Rome 
around 120 AD
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 PANOS infinity / evolution
Architectural lighting worldwide in a universal style 
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Museo del Novecento, Milan | IT
Architecture: Italo Rota, Fabio Fornasari, Milan | IT
Lighting solution: PANOS infinity LED downlights, 
LED spots / special solution, HEDERA LED luminaires, 
CIELOS modular lighting system, LINARIA light lines, 
SCUBA moisture-proof luminaires, PERLUCE louvre  
luminaires, LUXMATE LITENET lighting control system, 
ARTSIGN and COMSIGN escape sign luminaires
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Lighting of horizontal surfaces
PANOS infinity and PANOS evolution: R100, Q100, R150, Q140, R200, Q190

Emphasis on horizontal features
PANOS infinity Accent Beam: R100, Q100 | PANOS infinity and PANOS evolution: R68, Q68 | PANOS infinity High Lumen R200
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Illuminating vertical surfaces
PANOS infinity Wallwasher: R68, Q68, R100, Q100, R150, R200

Emphasis on flexible features
PANOS infinity Adjustable: R68 V, Q68 V, R100 V, Q100 V 
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With its wide range of models, the PANOS infinity product group meets 
the challenges of various applications with brilliance –  
from homogeneous illumination of vertical or horizontal surfaces  
to emphasising highlights. Thanks to the formal reserve with  
which both downlights and wallwashers blend into their architectural sur-
roundings, PANOS infinity is the perfect lighting tool  
for designers and planners.

The range of potential applications is endless: reception areas  
or corridors, offices, conference rooms, shops or museums –  
the luminaires create the right lighting effect in any environment,  
satisfying every standard and guaranteeing the highest level of  
system efficiency.
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PANOS infinity Q100 L
Model: Accent Beam,  
black reflector with frame

PANOS infinity R100 L 
Model: Accent Beam,  
black reflector with frame

 PANOS infinity / evolution
A modular system for all architectural lighting applications

Spot on highlighting

Diameter
ø 100 mm |  100 mm

Colour temperatures
2700 K | 3000 K | 4000 K

Lumen packages
700 – 900 lm

Beam angle
With lens system for high-quality accent  
lighting of horizontal surfaces
Spot 14° | Flood 29° | Very wideflood > 50°

Colour rendering
PANOS infinity Ra > 90

Reflector surface finishes
High gloss | Silver matt | White | Gold | Black

Mounting frame
with frame | frameless

Attachments and accessories
IP covers, concrete casting surround,  
planar ring, planar frame 

The combination of light distribution options with many variations 
and top quality lens technology makes PANOS infinity Accent 
Beam a master of pinpoint staging. One special feature is the 
model with a black reflector, ensuring the observer does not see 
light but a uniform, soothing ceiling. This ensures top marks for 
visual comfort.
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Adjustable downlights are an innovative lighting tool for spot-on  
highlights whilst ensuring a soothing ceiling texture at the same time.
PANOS infinity offers this option in two different systems: in the small 
models of size 68, the position of the light head can be easily adjusted 
by hand. The larger size 100, on the other hand, is a closed luminaire 
system that eliminates stray light within the ceiling. Without changing 
the outer appearance, the cone of light can be rotated and swivelled 
quickly and without tools, thanks to a specially developed lens system.

PANOS infinity Adjustable  
Flexible highlighting

Diameter
ø  68 mm |   68 mm
ø 100 mm |  100 mm

Alignment
68:  can be rotated by ± 355° and swivelled by 27°
100:  can be rotated by ± 360° and swivelled by 32°

Beam angle
68:  Spot 18° | Flood 30°
100:  Spot 15° | Flood 24°

Colour temperatures
2700 K | 3000 K | 4000 K

Lumen packages
68:  up to 625 lm
100:  up to 780 lm

Colour rendering
PANOS infinity Ra > 90

Reflector surface finishes
High gloss | Silver matt | White | Gold | Black

Mounting frame
with frame | frameless

Attachments and accessories
IP covers, concrete casting surround,  
planar ring, planar frame 

PANOS infinity Q100 V Adjustable
Model: with frame

PANOS infinity R100 V Adjustable
Model: with frame

PANOS infinity R68 V Adjustable
Model: with frame

PANOS infinity Q68 V Adjustable
Model: with frame
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Adjusting wheel
The light cone can also be swivelled by up to 
30° by simply turning the adjusting wheel. 
The intuitive adjustment is made easily  
on-site – in the installed condition with light 
switched on.

Twin Lens Control
The light cone can be adjusted for very  
precise accent lighting easily and quickly  
using the tapered lenses contained in the 
lens barrel. Turning the lens barrel rotates 
the tapered lens by 360°.

LED with lens
LED and lens define the beam angle: 
spot 15°, flood 25°.

PANOS infinity Adjustable | Lens concept
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PANOS infinity / evolution 68
Model: with frame

PANOS infinity / evolution Q68
Model: frameless

 PANOS infinity / evolution
Unlimited diversity

Diameter
ø 68 mm | ø 100 mm
 68 mm |  100 mm

Colour temperatures
2700 K | 3000 K | 4000 K
2700 – 1800 K

Lumen packages
700 – 1600 lm

Beam angle
Spot | Flood | Very wideflood 

Colour rendering
PANOS infinity Ra > 90
PANOS evolution Ra > 80

Reflector surface finishes
High gloss | Silver matt | White | Gold | Black

Mounting frame
with frame, PANOS infinity also frameless

Attachments and accessories
IP covers, concrete casting surround,  
planar ring, planar frame 

PANOS infinity / evolution Q100
Model: HG with frame

PANOS infinity / evolution R100
Model: HG frameless

Lighting of horizontal surfaces

The downlights with a diameter of 68 mm or 100 mm provide 
high-quality general and accent lighting. A large selection of  
modules with various beam angles, luminous flux, reflectors and 
colour temperatures provides maximum design freedom.
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Diameter
ø 200 mm

Colour temperatures
2700 K | 3000 K | 4000 K

Lumen packages
4700 – 7400 lm

Beam angle
Spot 13° | Flood 30°

Colour rendering
PANOS infinity Ra > 90

Reflector surface finishes
Smooth | Facetted

Mounting frame
with frame, white cover ring

Attachments and accessories
IP covers

PANOS infinity R200
Model: High Lumen with frame

PANOS infinity High Lumen has been optimised for use in high rooms 
such as atriums or airport buildings. It achieves a luminous flux of up to 
7400 lumens, the spot and flood light distributions options are defined 
by the reflector’s geometry. With a diameter of 200 mm, this powerful 
recessed luminaire fits perfectly into the product group. This means 
that architecturally attractive lighting can follow a formally consistent 
design language.

High luminous intensities 
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 PANOS infinity  
 surface-mounted and pendant luminaire
Excellent lighting technology in exquisite materials

As a surface-mounted and pendant luminaire, PANOS infinity combines 
simple elegance with high-quality lighting. Featuring six colour options, 
the slim cylindrical aluminium luminaire housing blends perfectly with 
its surroundings to fulfil both  architectural and functional lighting 
tasks. Excellent colour rendering, a wide range of reflectors and various 
lighting distributions offer the chance to create a cosy ambience in 
various different ways.

The slim alternative

Dimensions
ø 70 mm | L 230 mm | suspended to 2500 mm
ø 100 mm | L 275 mm | suspended to 2500 mm

Beam angles
ø 70 mm: Spot | Flood | Very wide flood 
ø 100 mm: Very wide flood

Colour temperatures
2700 Kelvin | 3000 Kelvin | 4000 Kelvin

Lumen packages
500 to 2000 lumens

Colour rendering
Ra > 90

Reflector surfaces
High gloss | Silver matt | White | Gold | Black

Housing colours
White | Silver matt| Grey | Black | Brass | Copper

Pendant adapter
White | Black 

Textile cable (optional)
White | Black | Red

PendantMounting 3-phase track TECTON adapter
Surface  

ceiling rose
Semi recessed  

ceiling rose
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 PANOS infinity  
 surface-mounted and pendant luminaire
Excellent lighting technology in exquisite materials
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Lighting of vertical surfaces

PANOS infinity wallwashers illuminate vertical surfaces with high  
homogeneity. Uniformity and high vertical luminous intensities are 
achieved using an optical system with specially designed asymmetric  
reflectors and modern lens technology. The wallwasher combines  
excellent lighting quality with colour rendering values over 90 and out-
standing luminaire efficiency. A wide range of shapes and sizes enhance 
the PANOS infinity portfolio and offer the possibility to develop new  
applications using a consistent design language. 

PANOS infinity Q100 WW
Model: with frame

PANOS infinity R100 WW
Model: with frame

Diameter
ø  68 mm |   68 mm
ø 100 mm |  100 mm  
ø 150 mm | ø 200 mm

Colour temperatures
2700 K | 3000 K | 4000 K

Lumen packages
800 – 1800 lm

Colour rendering
PANOS infinity Ra > 90

Reflector surface finishes
high gloss

Mounting frame
with frame | frameless

Attachments and accessories
IP covers, concrete-casting surround,  
planar ring, planar frame

 PANOS infinity Wallwasher
Impressive lighting quality with unique energy efficiency

PANOS infinity R68 WW
Model: with frame

PANOS infinity Q68 WW
Model: with frame
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PANOS infinity R150 WW
Model: with frame

PANOS infinity R200 WW
Model: frameless

Application

There is more than just one good reason to use PANOS infinity 
Wallwashers. They are the perfect solution for a variety of light-
ing tasks such as:
	n  Room atmosphere: vertical illuminance levels make a  

room appear larger, creating a brighter and more pleasant  
atmosphere.

	n  Visual comfort: Vertical illuminance makes the registering of 
room situations easier as the human eye has fewer adaptations 
to overcome. 

	n  Sense of security: vertical illuminance levels facilitate  
orientation.

	n Balance: mounted at some distance from the windows or  
on the opposite side, vertical illuminance levels provide a  
well-balanced atmosphere to compensate for the high lumi-
nance levels of daylight.

	n  Saving energy: general lighting can be focussed to, and create 
zones in, those areas where visual tasks have to be performed.

	n Directing attention: vertical illuminance levels put the focus on 
vertical visual tasks such as those provided by shelves, retail 
or exhibition areas.

The recommended levels of vertical illuminance depend on the  
application area in question: levels of approx. 175 lx are suitable  
for offices, while in museums the level may vary between 50 and 
200 lx, and 200 lx are ideal for shops.

Design tips

When designing a lighting solution, the following principles  
have to be kept in mind:
	n   In order to illuminate walls uniformly, the distance to the wall 

should be about one third of the room height or slightly less.
	n  A shorter distance to the wall also reduces the risk of glare and 

improves lighting efficiency, but also decreases uniformity.
	n  To achieve uniform light distribution across the entire surface 

of the wall, the ratio of minimum and maximum level of  
illuminance should be at least 1 : 2.5.

	n  If the spacing between luminaires more or less corresponds to 
the distance from the wall, horizontal uniformity is achieved.

	n  In case of high rooms, a reduction of spacing between  
luminaires is recommended.

	n  To achieve uniform illumination of a wall by overlapping  
several light distribution areas, at least three wallwashers are 
required.
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 PANOS infinity / evolution
A modular system for all architectural lighting applications

PANOS infinity R100
Accent beam, white reflector, 
with frame

PANOS infinity Q100
Accent beam, black reflector, 
with frame

PANOS infinity Adjustable R100
Highly specular aluminium reflector,  
with frame

PANOS infinity Adjustable R68
Highly specular aluminium reflector,  
with frame

PANOS infinity Adjustable Q100
Highly specular aluminium reflector,  
with frame

PANOS infinity Adjustable Q68
Highly specular aluminium reflector,  
with frame

PANOS infinity / evolution R68
Highly specular aluminium reflector,  
with frame

PANOS infinity / evolution Q68
Highly specular aluminium reflector, 
frameless

PANOS infinity / evolution R100
Highly specular aluminium reflector, 
frameless

PANOS infinity / evolution Q100
Highly specular aluminium reflector,  
with frame

PANOS infinity R200
Highly specular aluminium reflector,  
with frame

PANOS infinity Wallwasher R68
Highly specular aluminium reflector,  
with frame

PANOS infinity Wallwasher Q68
Highly specular aluminium reflector,  
with frame

PANOS infinity Wallwasher R100
Highly specular aluminium reflector,  
with frame

PANOS infinity Wallwasher Q100
Highly specular aluminium reflector,  
with frame

Downlights

Directional downlights

Wallwashers

PANOS infinity  
Surface-mounted and pendant luminaire 
R70 und R100
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Gold White BlackFacetted Silver mattHighly specular

Gold White BlackFacetted Silver mattHighly specular

Re� ector surface � nishes

* only PANOS in� nity

Only available for  Spot, R Spot models.

  PANOS in� nity / evolution PANOS in� nity Wallwasher PANOS in� nity Adjustable S/P
Ø  Ø Ø  Ø   Ø Ø Ø 

Distribution characteristics
Narrow-beam 

Wide-angle

 Very wide-angle

Wallwasher

Swivelling

Mounting depths

m

m

m

m

m

m

LED

PANOS in� nity

PANOS in� nity tunableWhite

PANOS evolution

Re� ector surface � nishes

Facetted

Highly specular

Silver matt

Gold

White

Black

Mounting surround

With frame

Frameless *

Attachments

IP i� user, transparent

Accessories

Casting surround

Planar ring *

Flat surround *

PANOS in� nity: 2700 K, 3000 K, 4000 K / Ra > 90 
PANOS in� nity tunableWhite: 2700 – 6500 K / Ra > 90
PANOS evolution: 2700 K, 3000 K, 4000 K / Ra > 80 

Standard ring colour: Zumtobel White 
Ring variants available in:
RAL 9010, black (BK), matt silver (SM) and grey (GY)
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 PANOS infinity / evolution
Quality and efficiency in functional harmony



Symantec Offices, Dubai | AE
Architecture: Se-Arch, Zurich | CH
Lighting solution: PANOS infinity LED downlights,  
MICROS LED downlights, ECOOS pendant luminaires
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135

With a luminaire luminous flux of 800, 1000, 1800, 2400 or  
5000 lumens, both the PANOS infinity product range and the  
PANOS evolution product range cover all typical downlight appli-
cations. Thus the two ranges are recommended as economically  
efficient alternatives in all application areas where single- or  
twin-lamp downlights fitted with 18 W, 26 W or 32 W compact  
fluorescent lamps used to be installed.

Powerful lumen packages

With luminaire efficiency of up to 135 lumen per watt, PANOS infinity 
and PANOS evolution set new standards on the market once again. 
This is successful due to the use of innovative LED technologies and 
other high quality components that join together in the visual lighting 
system.

Highest luminaire efficiency

 PANOS infinity / evolution
Second-to-none in efficiency
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The standard version of PANOS infinity is dimmable via DALI, which 
opens up great potential for further energy savings. Intelligently con-
trolled lighting solutions reduce power consumption by 70 per cent. 
PANOS evolution offers a switchable 230 V converter as standard,  
but is also available with DALI control gear.

Dimming or switching

PANOS infinity E200
Model: HL | Reflector white | stableWhite: 4000 K | M 1:1

Smart lighting control via Bluetooth 

A large part of the luminaire range is offered with optional basicDIM 
radio technology for wireless  control. Communication with the lumi-
naires is achieved using an app for mobile devices. This means that 
even existing lighting solutions can be modernised quickly, as lighting 
control does not require any additional wiring.
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1 2

IP20

IP44

Highly efficient passive cooling system made of  
alu minium  
The extruded sections allow a compact design and  
permanent LED cooling.

 “BEST-IN-CLASS” LED  
Multi-channel technologies such as that incorporating  
red/white boards for PANOS infinity stableWhite and 
warmDimming or Pi-LED for PANOS infinity tunableWhite 
are far superior to other LED models.

Highly efficient lighting chamber  
Highly reflective surfaces in the mixing chamber are  
perfectly supplemented by a diffuser film featuring an  
extraordinary degree of emission. This unique concept  
provides for mixing chamber efficiency levels close to 
100 per cent.

High-quality reflector technology  
By providing precision formed reflectors made of high-
quality polycarbonate, Zumtobel ensures optimum light 
distribution. Depending on the model, these are refined 
using various technologies – such as the sputtering of  
the reflectors in specular silver finish. This razor-thin  
aluminium surface applied using a vacuum process pro-
vides for extremely high efficiency levels.

Guarantor of lighting quality  
and efficiency

Even the standard versions of PANOS infinity and  
PANOS evolution provide a high protection rating of  
IP44. If an additional cover is used, even a rating  
of IP54 is possible.

2   PANOS infinity  
Red/white multi-channel technology for an optimised 
interplay of luminaire efficiency, colour temperature 
and colour rendering across the entire service life 
3000 K and 4000 K, Ra > 90 with MacAdam 2 (initial)

1  PANOS evolution 
Single-channel phosphor technology  
3000 K and 4000 K, Ra > 80

 PANOS infinity / evolution
Future-proof technology concept

PANOS infinity | model: HF 200 with frame
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Mounting  
ring / frame

Reflector

The entire PANOS range features a highly efficient passive cooling  
system. Special cooling ribs use an extraordinarily large cooling surface, 
despite the compact luminaire diameter. As the LED board and heat  
sink are closely connected to each other, the perfect cooling system  
ensures an extremely long service life of the module. PANOS infinity  
boast a service life of 50 000 hours at L95.

The modular cartridge system ensures the future of the PANOS infinity 
and PANOS evolution downlights. Because a few easy steps are  
sufficient to replace the LED module with a new one. The LED mixing  
chamber and the cooling system were combined to form a unit, in  
order to guarantee a thermally ideal connection of the LEDs to the 
cooling attachment even after replacement. The control gear boasting 
a large wiring compartment and optional through wiring is connected 
to the module via a plug-in system.

First-rate thermal management ensuring a long service life

Future-proof module system

Being optimised in some details, PANOS infinity and PANOS evolution 
still include the tried-and-tested installation functions of the PANOS 
range: The reflectors are simply attached to the LED module via a 
twist-and-lock fastener, while a mounting ring provides for safe fasten-
ing of the luminaire on the ceiling. In line with this fastening concept, 
planar rings are inserted and levelled into the ceiling for quick and 
easy installation of the frameless luminaires.

Easy to install

LED moduleConverter Plug-in system
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49004000340030002700 6500

PANOS infinity Q | model: Q190 LG frameless with anti-glare frame

With Ra levels exceeding 90 and MacAdam 2, PANOS infinity ranks first 
among LED downlights in terms of quality. The outstanding colour  
rendering index is based on a special multi-channel technology, where 
the intelligent interplay of highly efficient white and red LEDs ensures 
that virtually the entire light spectrum is rendered. The low reduction 
in luminous flux of only 5 % (L95) over the service life of 50,000 hours 
underscores the high quality of PANOS infinity.

PANOS evolution includes numerous product features of PANOS infin-
ity, combining them with efficient and at the same time high-power, 
single-channel phosphor LED modules as well as a colour rendering  
index of Ra > 80. Tried and tested technologies and an efficient thermal 
management ensure excellent lighting quality with a rated service life 
of 50,000 hours L85, optionally with colour temperatures of 4000 K, 
3000 K and 2700 K.

PANOS infinity

PANOS evolution

stableWhite | 2700 K, 3000 K and 4000 K

 PANOS infinity / evolution
Outstanding lighting quality
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49004000340030002700

100 %

1 %

50 %

6500

The new generation of tunableWhite luminaires perfectly exploits 
the creative possibilities of natural white light. With excellent colour 
rendering of Ra > 90, the entire spectrum of colour temperatures from 
2700 to 6500 Kelvin is available – without any colour shift when 
dimming from 100 to 1 per cent. The luminous flux remains just as 
constant when the colour temperature changes. This high precision 
is made possible by a calibrated system with cool-white and warm-
white LEDs, which are controlled using DALI DT8 or Bluetooth® 
basicDIM Wireless. 

PANOS infinity tunableWhite 2-channel technology

Glare-free, highly efficient light for workstations

All PANOS infinity and PANOS evolution downlights meet the require-
ments specified in EN 12464 for lighting in offices and communication 
rooms. The glare control factor of UGR < 19 is achieved by the ‘High’ 
version through the high-quality HF or HG reflector. With the ‘Low’  
version, good glare control is ensured by an inner anti-glare ring.  
Since this ring, which is available as an accessory, is attached inside the 
reflector, it can also be used for the frameless version.

tunableWhite by Zumtobel: zumtobel.com/tunablewhite

tunableWhite | 2700 K to 6500 K | Dimming 1 to 100 %
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Wherever structural conditions require for downlights to be surface-
mounted or for luminaire units to be visible, PANOS infinity and  
PANOS evolution surface-mounted housings are the perfect solution: 
Featuring a traditional circular or square design, the luminaires are only 
206 mm in height. In a stylish and unobtrusive manner, the white hou-
sings made of die-cast aluminium blend into any interior. The housings 
are available as accessories for the PANOS infinity and PANOS evolu-
tion standard versions.

Surface-mounted instead of recessed

PANOS infinity surface-mounted | 
model: Q227 HG

PANOS infinity surface-mounted | model: E200 HL

 PANOS infinity / evolution
Surface-mounted housing and decorative accessories
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Decorative attachments such as decorative rings or frames enhance  
the visual presence of PANOS infinity and PANOS evolution. In addi-
tion, the downlights are provided with even more unique features in 
terms of lighting technology. Cubes and cylinders made of acrylic glass 
as well as circular and square decorative panels can be used even for 
frameless models. All accessories are fully matched to the overall  
design of the range and are available for both recessed and surface-
mounted models.

Accessories round off the high-quality design concept

PANOS infinity | model: HM 200 with frame and decorative panel

PANOS infinity Q | model: Q190 HG frameless with decorative cube

Decorative ring, brushed  
aluminium  
Natural anodised finish

Decorative frame
Anthracite
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 PANOS infinity / evolution
Range of products for all functional lighting applications

Downlights

Wallwashers

PANOS infinity / evolution R150
Facetted aluminium reflector,  
frameless

PANOS infinity / evolution Q150
Facetted aluminium reflector,  
frameless

PANOS infinity / evolution R200
Facetted aluminium reflector,  
frameless

PANOS infinity Wallwasher R150
Highly specular aluminium reflector,  
with frame

PANOS infinity Wallwasher R200
Highly specular aluminium reflector,  
with frame

PANOS infinity / evolution Q200
Facetted aluminium reflector,  
frameless

PANOS infinity / evolution  
Surface-mount housing E200
Highly specular aluminium reflector

PANOS infinity / evolution  
Surface-mount housing Q227
Highly specular aluminium reflector
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PANOS in� nity / evolution PANOS in� nity Wallwasher

Distribution characteristics
Wide-angle

Wallwasher

Mounting depths

Low)

Low)

h)

llwasher)

llwasher)

LED

PANOS in� nit )

PANOS in� nity (tunableW – )

PANOS e )

Re� ector surface 	 nishes

Facetted

Smooth

Matt silver

White

Mounting frame

With frame

Frameless *

Surface-mount housing

PANOS in� nity / evolution A E m)

PANOS in� nity / evolution A Q m)

Attachments

IP i� user, transparent

Antiglare ring

Antiglare frame

Decorative glass FLUX

Decorative glass matt

Decorative ring

Decorative surround

Accessories

Casting surround

Planar ring *

Flat surround *

Ceiling reinforcing ring

Ceiling reinforcement surround

* only PANOS in� nity

Re� ector surface 	 nishes

Black

m

Facetted

Facetted

Smooth

Smooth

Matt silver

Matt silver

White

White

Black

Black

Standard ring colour: Zumtobel White 
Ring variants available in:
RAL 9010, black (BK), matt silver (SM) and grey (GY)
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  PANOS Navigator
The lighting solution for almost every application
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Step by step to the matching luminaire

With around 2000 products for architectural and functional lighting, 
the PANOS infinity and evolution downlight families leave nothing to 
be desired. The PANOS Navigator guides planners step by step through 
the selection of the luminaire, from the area of application to its  
radiance and light distribution, right through to its design and special 
features. The PANOS Navigator progressively filters out products with 
the selection of each parameter. All the luminaires that can be used,  
including  accessories, are listed at the end of the process, while indi-
vidual settings can also be changed if necessary. The article number 
leads  directly to the online catalogue, which features all the data from 
the product database. The final configuration can even be sent as an 
email with just one click.

panosnavigator.zumtobel.com
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Peggy Guggenheim Collection, Venice | ITACE Head Quarters, Beirut | LB

J. Hofstätter winery, Tramin | IT

Wellendorf boutique, Vienna | AT Dorigoni S.p.A., Rovereto | IT

 PANOS infinity / evolution
Examples of application versatility
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LESER GmbH & Co. KG, Hamburg | DERamada Hotel, Berlin | DE

DBS Asia Central Bank, Singapure | SG



7

zumtobel.com/shopzumtobel.com/office

zumtobel.com/hotel zumtobel.com/culture

zumtobel.com/industry

zumtobel.com/healthcare

zumtobel.com/education

zumtobel.com/outdoor

n Offices and Communication

n Education and Science

n Presentation and Retail

n Hotel and Wellness

n Art and Culture

n Health and Care

n  Industry and Engineering

n Outdoor and Architecture

n Living

Zumtobel, a company of the Zumtobel Group, is an internationally  
leading supplier of integral lighting solutions for professional indoor 
and outdoor building lighting applications. 

We provide unique customer benefits by 
integrating technology, design, emotion 
and energy efficiency. We combine the best 
possible ergonomic lighting quality for an 
individual’s well- being with the responsible 
use of energy resources. The company’s 
own sales organisa tions in twenty coun-
tries, as well as commercial agencies in 
fifty other countries, form an international 
network of experts and design partners 
providing professional lighting consult-
ing, design assistance and comprehensive 
services.

Lighting and sustainability 
In line with our corporate philosophy 
“We want to use light to create worlds of 
experience, make work easier and improve 
communications and safety while remain-
ing fully aware of our responsibility to the 
environment”, Zumtobel offers energy-
efficient high-quality products, while at the 
same time making sure that our production 
processes based on the considerate use of 
resources are environmentally compatible. 
 
zumtobel.com/sustainability

LIGHT 
FOR 
HEALTH 
AND 
CARE

LIGHT 
FOR ART 
AND
CULTURE 

LIGHT 
FOR 
OFFICES
AND 
COMMUNICATION

LIGHT 
FOR 
HOTEL
AND 
WELLNESS

LIGHT 
FOR 
EDUCATION 
AND 
SCIENCE

LIGHT 
FOR 
PRESENTATION
AND 
RETAIL

Top quality – with a five-year guarantee.
As a globally leading luminaire manufacturer, Zumtobel  
pro vides a five year manufacturer's guarantee on all  
Zumtobel branded products in accordance with the terms  
of guarantee at zumtobel.com/guarantee.

YEAR GUARANTEE

Light for Outdoor and 
Architecture

Light for Industry  
and Engineering

EN 11/2022 © Zumtobel Lighting GmbH 
Technical data was correct at time of going to press.  
We reserve the right to make technical changes without  
notice. Please contact your local sales office for further  
information. 



Tracks and spots

Façade, media and  
outdoor luminaires

Lighting management 
systems

Recessed luminaires

High-bay luminaires

Surface-mounted and 
pendant luminaires

Luminaires with  
extra protection

Modular lighting systems

Free-standing and  
wall-mounted luminaires

Downlights

Continuous-row systems and  
individual batten luminaires

Emergency lighting

United Kingdom
ZG Lighting (UK) Limited
Chiltern Park
Chiltern Hill, Chalfont St. Peter
Buckinghamshire SL9 9FG
T +44/(0)1388 420 042
info.uk@zumtobelgroup.com
zumtobel.co.uk

USA and Canada
Zumtobel Lighting Inc.
3300 Route 9W
Highland, NY 12528
T +1/845/691 6262
F +1/845/691 6289
info.us@zumtobelgroup.com
zumtobel.us

Australia
ZG Lighting Australia Pty Ltd
2/7 Millner Avenue,  
Horsley Park, NSW 2175
T +61/1300 139 965
info.au@zumtobelgroup.com
zumtobel.com.au

New Zealand
ZG Lighting (NZ) Limited
27 Jomac Place,
Avondale, Auckland 1026 
PO Box 71134, Rosebank,
Auckland 1348
T 0800 800 834
T +64/(9) 828 7155
F +64/(9) 820 7591
info.nz@zumtobelgroup.com
zumtobel.co.nz

China
Thorn Lighting (Guangzhou) Limited
12A Lian Yun Road  
Eastern Section,
GETDD, Guangzhou
510530, P.R. China
T +86(20)2232 6000
Sales Hotline: 400 8080 195
info.cn@zumtobelgroup.com
zumtobel.cn

Hong Kong
ZG Lighting Hong Kong Ltd.
Unit 503 – 508, 5/F, Building 16W,
Phase 3, Hong Kong Science Park,
New Territories, Hong Kong
T +852/(0)2578 4303
F +852/(0)2887 0247
info.hk@zumtobelgroup.com

Singapore
ZG Lighting Singapore Pte. Ltd.
158 Kallang Way # 06-01/02
Singapore 349245
T +65/6844 5800
F +65/6745 7707
info.sg@zumtobelgroup.com

United Arab Emirates
Zumtobel Lighting GmbH (Branch)
4B Street, Al Quoz industrial area 1,
P.O.Box: 22672, Dubai,
United Arab Emirates
T  +971 4 340  4646 
info.ae@zumtobelgroup.com
zumtobel.ae

Qatar  
ZG Lighting Trading WLL  
Abdul Jaleel Business Centre,  
Office No. 304, Najma Airport Road  
P.O.Box: 6026  
Doha, Qatar  
T  +974 4 432 1445  
info.qa@zumtobelgroup.com
zumtobel.ae

Romania 
Zumtobel Lighting Romania SRL
Radu Greceanu Street, no. 2,  
Ground Floor, sector 1 
012225 Bucharest
T +40 31225 38 01
F +40 31225 38 04
info.ro@zumtobelgroup.com 
zumtobel.com

Spain
ZG Lighting Iberia, S.L.
C/ Inocencio Fernández, 81 Bajo C
28035 Madrid
T +34 916 593 076
F +34 916 530 374
info.es@zumtobelgroup.com
www.zumtobel.es

Hungary 
ZG Lighting Hungary Kft.
Váci út 49
1134 Budapest
T +36/(1) 450 2490
F +36/(1) 350 0829
info.hu@zumtobelgroup.com 
zumtobel.hu

Croatia 
ZG Lighting d.o.o.
Ulica Petra Hektorovića 2
10000 Zagreb
T +385/(1) 64 04 080
F +385/(1) 64 04 090
info.hr@zumtobelgroup.com

Bosnia and Herzegovina 
ZG Lighting d.o.o.
Predstavništvo u BiH
Zmaja od Bosne 7
71000 Sarajevo
T  +387 33 590 463
info.ba@zumtobelgroup.com

Serbia 
ZG Lighting SRB d.o.o.
Rudnička 14
11000 Beograd, Serbia 
M +381 69 54 44 804
info.rs@zumtobelgroup.com

Czech Republic 
ZG Lighting Czech Republic s.r.o.
Jankovcova 2
Praha 7
170 00 Praha
T +420 266 782 200
F +420 266 782 201
info.cz@zumtobelgroup.com
zumtobel.cz

Slovak Republic
ZG Lighting Slovakia s.r.o. 
Tomášikova 64
831 04 Bratislava
T +421 2 2030 0044
info.sk@zumtobelgroup.com
zumtobel.sk

Poland
ZG Lighting Polska Sp. z o.o.
Wołoska 9a
Platinium Business Park III
02-583 Warszawa
T +48 22 856 74 31
info.pl@zumtobelgroup.com
zumtobel.pl

Slovenia
ZG Lighting d.o.o
Štukljeva cesta 46
1000 Ljubljana
T +386/(1) 5609 820
F +386/(1) 5609 866
info.si@zumtobelgroup.com
zumtobel.si

Russia
ZG Svet JSC
Official office Zumtobel Group
Nizhniy Susalniy pereulok,  
5/19, office 405
105064 Moscow
T +7/(495) 981 35 41
T +7/(812) 604 02 60
info.ru@zumtobelgroup.com
zumtobel.ru

Norway
ZG Lighting Norway AS
Bygdøy allé 4
0257 Oslo
T +47 22 54 72 00
info.no@zumtobelgroup.com
zumtobel.no

Sweden
ZG Lighting Nordic AB
Hyllie Boulevard 10b
215 32 Malmö
T +46 649 20 00
info.se@zumtobelgroup.com
zumtobel.se

Denmark
ZG Lighting Denmark A/S
Stamholmen 155, 5. sal
2650 Hvidovre
T +45 35 43 70 00
info.dk@zumtobelgroup.com
zumtobel.dk

Headquarters
Zumtobel Lighting GmbH 
Schweizer Strasse 30
Postfach 72
6851 Dornbirn, AUSTRIA
T +43/(0)5572/390-0
info@zumtobel.info

zumtobel.com



The Light. 


